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PROFESSIONAL SEMINAR OVERVIEW

In the early afternoon of March 25, 2006, the first of thirty-five participants arrived at the Nancy Penn Center for the Twentieth Professional Seminar, *Hemi-Sync: the Bridge between Magic and Reason*. The day began blustery and rainy, but the weather inside was warm and cheery as old friends greeted each other with cries of delight and hugs. By the time everyone sat down to a candlelight dinner, first-timers also felt like old friends. After a welcome by Laurie Monroe and introductions, everyone headed to their CHEC units to rest up for the next day.

“Reasonable Magic & Magical Reason: The Philosophy of Robert Monroe,” the keynote address by Joseph M. Felser, PhD, created the context for the seminar. Dr. Felser examined Robert Monroe’s contention that ours is “a half-brained society”—bereft of right-brain “magic”—and considered Hemi-Sync as a tool for producing a more balanced view of mind and reality. In “Sensory Processing and Hemi-Sync,” pediatric physical therapist Jacqueline Mast, PT, MSEd, led participants in exploring their individual responses to internal and external sensory stimuli via the Short Sensory Profile screening test, as well as discussing the use of Hemi-Sync to modulate the sensory processing styles of her young clients at Mast Clinic Incorporated. Jonathan Holt, MD, covered lots of ground in his presentation, “Hemi-Sync and Psycho-Oncology.” After explaining the genesis of psycho-oncology, Dr. Holt discussed an ongoing clinical trial using Hemi-Sync to relieve the fatigue and pain of radiation oncology patients and concluded by describing the case of a suicidal cancer patient who benefited from *GOING HOME*.® Ronald Russell, MA, moderated a lively Open Forum session to exchange ideas for developing additional Hemi-Sync resources for learning-disabled children. Synchronistically, the Open Forum was followed by “Dancing with the Wind,” the story of the innovative Sound/Music/Movement Program developed by Elizabeth Kuder, MFA, and Davis Fleming, MA, to reach students with multiple disabilities. F. Holmes “Skip” Atwater, BS, engaged his rapt audience with a talk on “RNG Entropy during the GATEWAY VOYAGE®,” the final results of a four-year study examining quantum entropy fluctuations during that program. Skip also shared preliminary findings from the ongoing STAR-LINES program survey.

Without ever leaving our chairs, we enjoyed a Hemi-Sync world tour with International OUTREACH Trainers Carol Sabick, PhD, Kevin Turner, MA, Carmen Montoto, MA, and Deborah Sachs, MEd. Their engaging delivery, supported by gorgeous PowerPoint slides, took us from Europe to Japan and Puerto Rico with a final stop in Brazil. Eva E. Lange, MD, PhD, shared “Genetic Cleansing, Part II: A Sacred Spiral,” the concluding segment of her odyssey through the death transition with her beloved mother and details of lessons from TMI programs that affected their relationship. Participants learned and laughed as Brian Dailey, MD, presented a smorgasbord of Hemi-Sync exercises and their uses, illustrating the main points with
PowerPoint slides and humorous film clips. The final presentation, by Patricia Macca Peters, MFA, was an introduction to the Creative Flow workshop. The centerpiece of the evening was the showing of a “work in progress”—a video montage of Bob’s life that is being created from archived film clips. Then Laurie led a lively “synchronized” brainstorming session. Afterward, the whole group settled down with popcorn for a surprise advance showing of The Celestine Prophecy movie.

On the last day of the seminar, Patricia laid out brilliant poster paints, brushes, and butcher paper in David Francis Hall. Hands-on creative expression was interspersed with Creative Flow Hemi-Sync exercises. The resulting artwork was displayed that evening at the Roberts Mountain Retreat reception. Gregory Carroll’s excellent piano playing was complemented by the full-throated participation of two groups with classical opera training. Refreshed by quality time in the Blue Ridge, a caravan of participants headed down Roberts Mountain Road on March 29, with ideas for the Twenty-first Seminar in 2008 already fermenting in their minds.

PSYCHO-ONCOLOGY AND HEMI-SYNC®

by Jonathan H. Holt, MD

Jonathan H. Holt, MD, graduated from Yale University in 1980 and received Yale’s Lidz Prize in psychiatry. Dr. Holt also did his residency at Yale and completed a fellowship in consultation-liaison psychiatry (medical psychiatry) at Mount Sinai Medical Center in New York. He is presently associate professor of psychiatry at State University of New York at Buffalo and codirector of consultation-liaison psychiatry, Department of Psychiatry, School of Medicine, SUNY at Buffalo. Jon is a third-level Reiki practitioner and a practitioner of therapeutic touch and other subtle energy methods. He also utilizes eye movement desensitization reprocessing (EMDR), thought field therapy (TFT), and EEG and peripheral biofeedback. Dr. Holt contributed the article “Hemi-Sync in My Psychiatric Practice” to the summer 2000 issue of the HEMI-SYNC JOURNAL. He has been a member of TMI’s Professional Division since 1996.

Much of my professional life has been spent in consulting upon and treating people with medical illnesses, with a focus on their psychological and psychiatric problems and reactions. Within this larger group, my particular interest has been patients with cancer, both those in the initial phases of illness and those nearing the end of their earthly lives. Mental health professionals interested in the illnesses and lives of cancer patients have come to be called psycho-oncologists. This field reached a noticeable size in the 1970s, as did the interest in behavioral correlates and treatments of medical illness that was later termed behavioral medicine.

Psycho-oncology primarily refers to psychiatrists working in the field of oncology. A seminal figure in this field is psychiatrist Jimmie Holland, MD. She is married to oncology surgeon James Holland, MD. She worked at the State University of New York at Buffalo through the early ’70s. She and her husband moved to New York City in 1974, where she worked at the Albert Einstein College of Medicine in the Bronx and later established the psychiatry department at Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center. Dr. Holland published “History of Psycho-Oncology: Overcoming Attitudinal and Conceptual Barriers” in the journal Psychosomatic Medicine in 2002. While admitting the contributions of psychologists and other nonpsychiatric mental-health workers, she and other psycho-oncological psychiatrists tend to emphasize traditional psychiatric diagnosis and pharmacological treatment. A notable exception to this is the work of William Breitbart, MD, who has designed and fostered existential therapy groups for cancer patients, inspired by the work of Viktor Frankl.

Prior to and during the nineteenth century hypnosis was used by some practitioners for symptom alleviation in various medical disorders, including cancer. Then in the 1950s, ’60s, and ’70s, psychologists Hilgard and Hilgard published studies on cancer patients’ response to hypnosis. Psychologists Daniel Brown and Erika Fromm6 and psychiatrists Herbert and David Spiegel7 contributed to the use of hypnosis in behavioral medicine. Radiation oncologist Carl Simonton and his wife, Stephanie, developed treatments that were not labeled hypnosis but involved relaxation combined with imagery to address the immune-system aspects of cancer. A Yale surgeon, Bernard (Bernie) Siegel, MD, developed supplementary treatment approaches to cancer that involved relaxation and imagery, as well as music and group support. Dr. Siegel founded Exceptional Cancer Patients (ECAP), an organization that sponsored support groups to help cancer patients cope with the disease. The above work became associated with the notion that cancer patients were responsible for their illness. It’s my understanding that this idea does not represent the beliefs of the aforementioned practitioners. For complex reasons, however, some cancer patients tended to fall into this belief.

Dr. David Spiegel formulated a study with the intent to demonstrate that psychosocial methods could improve the quality of life of cancer patients but would not affect longevity. His intervention consisted of group therapy with an existential focus and added a weekly session of group hypnosis to promote comfort and pain relief. His subjects were breast cancer patients. The control group had a similar diagnosis and received similar treatment without the hypnosis component. To his surprise, the intervention group not only experienced significant improvement in quality of life but experienced significant comparative prolonged survival time. Dr. Spiegel published the study in Lancet in 1989. Since
that time six published studies have replicated the longevity findings, but five did not. None of the replication studies included group hypnosis. In addition, I would cite the study by Marilyn Schlitz, PhD, and Richard Wiseman, PhD, published in the *Journal of Parapsychology* for September 1997. It demonstrated that the beliefs of the experimenter in charge of the experiment could affect the results, even when all other parameters were kept the same. While this study involved parapsychology, the same process may be working in other kinds of phenomena and experiments.

Closer to home, I would point out the work of The Monroe Institute’s Professional Division members and other researchers. Quite a number of the Hemi-Sync exercises have proved useful to patients with cancer. The *SURGICAL SUPPORT* series, exercises to manage pain and encourage relaxation, the *POSITIVE IMMUNITY* series, (originally designed for AIDS patients), and the *GOING HOME* series immediately come to mind. Brian Doyle, MD, an attending physician in emergency room medicine at Rochester General Hospital, uses Hemi-Sync tapes, energy work, and crystals when treating cancer patients. Dr. Dailey collaborated with Monroe Products and The Monroe Institute on the creation of *Chemotherapy Companion* and *Radiation Companion*, which were later combined in the *CANCER SUPPORT* series. At the Seventeenth Professional Seminar, I discussed my use of Hemi-Sync tapes with various medical patients, including cancer patients and terminally ill patients in the hospice program. Hemi-Sync is very useful to overworked consultation psychiatrists who haven’t got the time needed to do many hypnosis sessions or meditation training sessions. Providing Hemi-Sync exercises as “homework” fills the gap.

When I gave that presentation, I was working at St. Peter’s Hospital in Albany, New York. I decided to start a research project employing Hemi-Sync with cancer patients. The radiation oncologists were organized into one department and were receptive to cooperating with the psychiatry department. Furthermore, under the medical director, Richard Boehler, the hospital had hired Alicia Recore, PhD, as program director for complementary therapies. Dr. Recore collaborated with me and with radiation oncologists Duncan Savage, MD, Ralph Kiehl, MD, and Todd Doyle, MD. Monroe Products had just introduced *Chemotherapy Companion* and *Radiation Companion*. Unfortunately, after consulting with the radiation oncologists, we found that the symptom profile of radiation oncology patients was not well matched by the tape. There is relatively little pain and nausea in this population but much fatigue. There were plans for making a second tape for radiation oncology, but it was not yet ready. Dr. Recore and I consulted with Darlene Miller and Shirley Billey, and *Energy Walk* was selected as an appropriate alternative. This tape, narrated by Darlene, features guided imagery, with different natural elements—sand and earth, seawater, grass, wind and trees—and the suggestion to absorb the energy of these elements. *Energy Walk* is a good example of indirect suggestion; the listener is free to interpret the symbols in individual and beneficial ways. A protocol was prepared involving daily tape use and a follow-up questionnaire. This protocol was submitted to and approved by the St. Peter’s Hospital Internal Review Board.

The process of enlisting willing patients was more complicated than expected. Neither Dr. Recore nor I could be present in the oncology clinic on a regular basis. Explanatory brochures were provided, but recruitment was slow. At this time, due to a change in administration of the hospital, I left employment at St. Peter’s Hospital and took a position at SUNY at Buffalo. Dr. Recore and I remained in touch and she continued to oversee the project through June 2004. Twelve patients returned fatigue questionnaires. One patient died before being enrolled in the study. One patient dropped out for unspecified reasons. One patient did not submit data despite follow-up. Four patients reported by phone that *Energy Walk* was helpful for fatigue and pain but did not fill out the questionnaire. As you can see from the table, eleven out of twelve patients found the tape useful for fatigue and eleven out of twelve found the tape useful for relieving pain. Eleven patients listened to the tape once a day. One patient listened to the tape only after radiation treatments (see graph on page iv).

The St. Peter’s Hospital study illustrates the difficulty in executing clinical research without monetary support or staff. It also illustrates some of the difficulties psychiatrists have in doing clinical research in unstable and uncertain economic environments. Since joining the psychiatry faculty at SUNY at Buffalo, I’ve been working for four years to get projects going at Roswell Park Cancer Institute. I’m scheduled to begin work this spring and have conferred with the chief psychologist to follow up on the Albany pilot study. Whatever cosmic synchronicities were involved, in the same period that we launched the above project, I became involved in a complex case that illustrated many of the issues of psycho-oncology and the usefulness of Hemi-Sync tapes. The case study was published in *Psychiatric Services* and is excerpted below.

**Introduction**

Patients at the end of their lives are a special challenge for the psychiatrist, but treatment can encompass all of psychiatric work in a very concentrated form. Neuropsychiatry is featured, with its focus on organic mental status, and affective (emotional) work has had an important place. Yet many times there is also a call for “existential” work, not only for psychotherapy of various schools, but for psychospiritual therapy—for the transcendent.

**Diagnosis of Terminal Illness**

Mr. X was eighty years old when he came to psychiatric treatment and died before turning eighty-one. He had been vital and active and was, in fact, still downhill skiing when his final illness manifested. He developed a persistent cough and ascites and was diagnosed with lung cancer. He consented to chemotherapy. Shortly into treatment, however, he developed spinal metastases and began to exhibit signs of spinal cord compression. He was hospitalized for surgical evaluation and relief at an upstate New York hospital. During this hospitalization, the patient learned that his symptoms were not correctable. He would be crippled for the rest of his life, which was estimated at six to nine months.
Attempt at Suicide

The patient decided to suicide. He copied the method of a noted physician who had successfully committed suicide in another New York hospital. Mr. X waited until after midnight, well after the change of shift, and then slit his wrists and throat. He was discovered before death, taken to surgery, repaired, and transferred to the intensive care unit.

Consultation

Immediate psychiatric consultation was requested from the author. Mr. X was lucid and courteous. He was slightly puzzled about why he was not being allowed and would not be allowed to complete his suicide. His affect was not overtly depressed. He felt that his suicide attempt was rational given his condition and prognosis. With gentle probing, the patient admitted to recent shifts in sleep and appetite, some anhedonia (inability to feel pleasure), and diurnal variation of mood. I explained that whatever one’s individual views on “rational suicide” might be, New York State did not allow the hospital to condone it. Then I explained that for the time that he was in the hospital, the staff would have to try to keep him alive. He was then told that although he had a rationale for suicide, he nevertheless seemed to exhibit some signs of clinical depression and that an antidepressant might relieve some of his suffering. He was quite agreeable. Sertraline® (Zoloft), 100 mg each morning, was prescribed.

Mr. X was invited to talk about his life experiences and their meaning for him, including his illness, which was currently labeled as “terminal.” He spoke of the satisfactions during his life, his twin brother, his work, and his enjoyment of sports. He spoke of his fear of loss of control, yet he quickly came to label his suicide attempt “a mistake.” I reworded and reframed that label by reiterating that it was the state that limited the ways in which the hospital staff was allowed to respond and that the term “mistake” was not an accurate or useful description of his behavior.

From this point Mr. X was moved to talk about his parents, with whom he had had positive relationships but who had passed away many years before. He volunteered that he believed in a concept of an afterlife and that he believed he would join his parents. He freely offered this belief and acknowledged the comfort that it gave while voicing concerns about the intervening time and events before death. In response to these concerns, I offered a guided meditation series designed for hospice patients.

GOING HOME

GOING HOME is a two-album series produced by Monroe Products of Lovingston, Virginia. Elisabeth Kübler-Ross, MD, Charles Tart, PhD, and Robert Monroe, the founder of The Monroe Institute, created GOING HOME. The tapes use guided meditation techniques with an open, permissive style, but with imagery borrowed from accounts of near-death experiences and from meditations and trance journeys concerning death and the afterlife. There are no specific images of any one religious group or system. My previous experiences when using these tapes with hospice patients have been successful. Mr. X accepted the offer.
Placement Issues and the Nursing Home

Clinically, the patient healed from his wounds during the next month. His depression syndrome improved on 100 mg per day of Sertraline. The hospital administration believed they were in a precarious situation and at risk for the liability of potential suicide. The patient had promised cooperation, but the circumstances that had created the situation still remained. The administration was reluctant to accept the patient’s assurances, as were a number of local nursing homes, including the home officially associated with the hospital. The consultant advised the patient’s treatment team to involve the local hospice organization, which was affiliated with the hospital itself. This hospice organization had unfortunately just entered a period of organizational turmoil. At a staff meeting held to address treatment and placement issues for Mr. X, a hospice administrator stated: “This man must be taught a lesson. There are consequences for his actions.” They did not accept the patient, but a brave nursing home near the hospital did. He had agreed to a “no suicide” contract. A nurse clinician from the hospital and I agreed to visit him in his new setting.

The patient started to listen to the GOING HOME tapes, and I did some trance exercises with him. Some were adapted from the “conscious dreaming” exercises of Robert Moss and the creative dreaming techniques of Patricia Garfield. Others were adapted from Margaret Cerney’s hypnotic work on grief that utilized imagined visits with the dead. I also adapted techniques from LIFELINE graduate and author Bruce Moen, who had in turn adapted techniques from The Monroe Institute. Those exercises focused on dreamlike scenarios in which the patient encountered and dialogued with his late parents and other deceased persons of emotional importance. Furthermore, some exercises allowed the patient to explore spontaneous imageries of possible positive afterlife environments. It should be noted that such work does not depend on there being an afterlife or on there being proof of an afterlife—though recent research is thought provoking—but in the interest of the patient in meditating on the subject. Mr. X reported satisfying meditative and trance experiences concerning dying, meeting his parents, and ideas of the afterlife. He reported a cessation of depression symptoms and satisfaction with his life at the nursing home. The nursing home, in turn, reported that the patient was active in physical therapy and other activities. Mr. X became one of the most beloved members of the nursing home community. His twin brother, who lived in a nearby state, visited multiple times despite his own severe illness. The patient reported that he and his brother achieved a sense of closure. About four months after the start of hospitalization, the patient experienced one day of increased weakness, and then died peacefully in his sleep.

Summary

Several principles are demonstrated in this case. “Rational suicide” can have aspects of depressive syndrome, which can respond to traditional pharmacotherapy. Existential or experiential psychotherapy can have a particularly satisfying role in “end of life” therapy. Even organizations dedicated to “end of life” treatment sometimes fall short and can benefit from psychiatric guid-
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Professional Division
The Monroe Institute
365 Roberts Mountain Road
Faber, VA 22938
(434) 361-1252  FAX (434) 361-1611
dec1xl@aol.com

---

**Name** ________________  **Shipping Address (if different)**

**PO Box** ________________  **Name** ________________

**Street Address** ________________  **PO Box** ________________

**City** ________________  **Street Address** ________________

**State** ________________  **City** ________________

**Country** ________________  **Postal/Zip Code** ________________
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**PAYMENT METHOD**

Check or Money Order Enclosed  Payable to The Monroe Institute □

Charge to my:  □ Visa  □ MasterCard  □ Amex

**Card #** ________________

**Signature** ________________

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Item Price</th>
<th>Total Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Reasonable Magic &amp; Magical Reason: The Philosophy of Robert Monroe – Joseph M. Feiser, PhD</td>
<td></td>
<td>$10.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Sensory Processing &amp; Hemi-Sync – Jacqueline Maet, PT, MSEd</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Hemi-Sync &amp; Psycho-Oncology – Jonathan Holt, MD</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Dancing with the Wind: An Educational Learning Environment Using Patterned Energy Signals – Elizabeth Kaler, MFA &amp; Davis Fleming, MA</td>
<td></td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>RNG Entropy during the GATEWAY VOYAGE – F. Holmes Atwater, BS</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Genetic Cleansing, Part II: A Sacred Spiral – Eva Lange, MD, PhD</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dealer and Membership discounts do not apply.

*Products Total*  **Shipping/Handling**  **Subtotal**

VA Residents Only: add 5% sales tax
Optional $5.00 for UPS 2nd day (excluding USA only)
No PO Box please. Payment takes longer. Include stamp.

**TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED**

**Shipping/Handling – U.S.A. & Canada**
For Order Totaling  Add  
Up to $29  $5
$30 – $49.99  $8
$50 – $79.99  $8
Categories: Add $.50/CD to the above rates

**International**
Pay in U.S. funds only, through U.S. Bank
Quantity Purchased  Add  
1 – 10 CDs  $4/CD